The Institute for World Literature invites you to its sixth annual session, to be held at:

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
20 June - 14 July 2016

Following our inaugural sessions in Beijing (2011), Istanbul (2012), Harvard (2013), Hong Kong (2014), and Lisbon (2015), the Institute invites you once again at Harvard, for a four-week session of seminars and lectures on the theory and practice of world literature. Directed by David Damrosch, the Institute is supported by Harvard and by five dozen institutional affiliates from around the world, guided by an international board of advisers.

Our 2016 session will offer seminars and lectures presented by some of the leading figures in world literature studies today:

- Paul Bandia, Concordia University
- Homi Bhabha, Harvard University
- Margaret Cohen, Stanford University
- David Damrosch, Harvard University
- Paul Giles, University of Sydney
- Eric Hayot, Pennsylvania State University
- Lital Levy, Princeton University
- Reine Meylaerts, KU Leuven
- Mitsuyoshi Numano, Tokyo University
- Bruce Robbins, Columbia University
- Gisèle Sapiro, EHESS and CNRS
- Mariano Siskind, Harvard University
- Nirvana Tanoukhi, University of Wisconsin
- Jing Tsu, Yale University
- Rebecca Walkowitz, Rutgers University

Online application (11/1/15-2/1/16) available at:
http://iwl.fas.harvard.edu/pages/online-application